
COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY GRADUATION SPEECH

Free graduation speech for university and college students. Speaking at your graduation ceremony is an honor. Get
ideas of how to structure your own.

This affords the speaker a platform to say amazing, unlimited things. What pearls of wisdom did he or she
share? There was nothing inherently profound or sacred about what we were doing, unless you think board
games are a metaphor for something. But when you are significant is when you help other people be
successful. Use this free graduation speech as a guide and personalize it to create your presentation to deliver
at the graduation ceremony. Thank you very much. In this vein, I challenge each of you to similarly give
generously of your time, expertise, financial means, insight, experience and advice to others. We want big
epiphanies, profound truths, and Meaning. The speakers are often successful or well-known and
well-respected in fields such as business, politics or entertainment. But it was a moment that, in all its seeming
mundanity, owed its whole existence to the unspoken force of our friendship. I loved it here. Will we have
sustainable energy? They were designed to offer higher education to African-Americans, because many
schools in the country would not admit black students. The campaign successfully positioned the University of
Rochester to continue to be a leader in education, innovation, health care, and the arts for many years to come.
Every spring, U. We want to hear from you. Speak with our students and tell them about your experiences and
career path. Media leader and television producer Oprah Winfrey was the commencement speaker at Colorado
College in Colorado Springs. Executive speechwriter Anthony Trendl writes A commencement speech,
simply, is an opportunity to share your experience, values and advice. We wondered who we would have
become, if we had chosen schools with mild climates and flexible class requirements. But guess what? And
goodness knows we need more of that, because we know what happens when we only talk to people who think
like we do â€” we just get more stuck in our ways, more divided, and it gets harder to come together for a
common purpose. You have endured much to bring you to this singular rewarding day; a day where your
family and friends, as well as your professors and indeed all of the Deans and faculty here at the University of
Rochester, share with great pride in your collective accomplishments and the tremendous promise of your
futures! But thanks to everything we have learned so far, I am confident. The commencement season, for
example, has seen many popular writers, actors and singers speak on issues the graduates may face in the
years to come. On a personal note, being the first college graduate from my family, I would like to honor my
parents. Twenty-two-year-old Aaron Mitchom graduated with a degree in finance. More than okay, actually.


